Dear Journalists,

The Story North America's News Media Will Not Touch!
In 1961, then U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned the American people
to be on guard against an emerging Military-Industrial Complex (MIC) saying
that: "We must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence,
whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The
potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists, and will
persist. We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our
liberties or democratic processes ." [1]
Tragically for the Western world - for all mankind - even President
Eisenhower's worst possible fears were miniscule compared to today's reality
- which could not happen had North America's mainstream news media not
decided to remain silent for these past 40 years! [2] [3] [4]
Today, every person and living thing on planet earth is an unsuspecting and
utterly defenseless victim of what history will eventually say was "Man's
Worst-Ever Genocide!" Yet that which threatens us all cannot be seen,
touched, tasted, smelled or heard - even though it is everywhere! And no
person nor any living thing can escape it! Militaries rightfully consider
'it' to be the perfect weapon! It leaves no evidence behind!
Co-incidentally, the industrial complex also elected to embrace and exploit
this same recondite technology, such that they have now transformed their
entire product lines - and our lives - within just 40 years! Shockingly,
Western governments have stood by and allowed this to happen - without ever
insisting that new products must first undergo independent 'safety' testing
to prove that they are 'safe' to be used by, on and around people of all
ages, of all sizes and of all levels of wellness, continuously - 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, in perpetuity! On the contrary, not a single Western
government has lifted a finger to impede industry's relentless drive to
design, manufacture and introduce an ever-expanding galaxy of products that
have now revolutionized our lives - and, in so doing, harmed literally
millions of people and every form of life on the planet! History knows that
not a single major Western country even had the decency to impose the
'Precautionary Principle"! Yet many non-Western countries have done so! (See
Attachment One.)
The invisible environmental hazard that increasingly threatens us all - and
every living creature on earth - is the "low-level, pulsed, NON-thermal
radio / microwave frequency radiation" which is emitted by every cell phone,
cell phone tower, cordless phone, tablet and laptop computer, TV game
console, Wi-Fi router, Bluetooth device, GPS, remote control unit, etc., and
every 'Smart' meter and 'Smart' appliance - many of which cannot be turned
off, such as cell phone towers, cordless phones, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi routers,

Wi-Fi and Wi-MAX zones, GPS, the thousands of military, commercial and
scientific satellites circling the globe, AM and FM radio towers, TV towers,
etc.!
In 1976, a previously 'Confidential' U.S. military document was declassified
and released to the public. It states, in part: "If the more advanced
nations of the West are strict in the enforcement of stringent exposure
standards, there could be unfavorable effects on industrial output and
military functions." It also states: "Should subsequent research result in
adoption of the Soviet standard, industries whose practices are based on
less stringent safety regulations, could be required to make costly
modifications in order to protect workers. Recognition of (the Soviet
standard) could also limit the applications of new electronic technology by
making the commercial application of some products unattractive because of
increased costs imposed by the need for additional safety standards." [5]
Important Facts - East vs West:
1) Russia and Eastern European countries have known since at least the 1950s
that "NON-thermal" radiation, especially when "pulsed" (the kind emitted by
today's consumer wireless products, 'Smart' meters, 'Smart' appliances,
etc.), can harm people and all forms of life - including plants and trees!
(Discussed at length in Attachment One)
2) No Western country and no international 'regulatory agency' (See
Attachment One) recognizes or will admit that NON-thermal radiation can harm
people or other forms of life! As one, they recognize only THERMAL radiation
i.e., that which heats the skin!
3) Russia's 'exposure limits' - which are intended to provide protection for
the public for exposure periods of "three hours+" have always been 100 times
lower/safer than those of US-led countries. [6]
4) China, Italy, most Eastern European countries, Switzerland and Toronto's
Board of Health all have established exposure limits 100 times lower/safer
than those of US-led countries (which includes Canada)!
5) Public pressure in 2015 finally forced Health Canada to 'improve' its
exposure limits - which still stipulate only six minutes exposure! - such
that it is now just 66 times lower than that of the US and other US-led
countries.
6) Every person and all living things in all countries of the world are now
continuously exposed to this man-made pulsed NON-thermal radiation 24/7/365
in perpetuity!
7) The BioInitiative 2007 Report called for all governments to reduce/lower
their radiation exposure limits some 10,000 times! [7]
Today's environmental disaster - and genocide - is happening simply because
Western governments and the two industry-friendly international 'regulatory
agencies' refuse to admit that NON-thermal radiation can harm humans and all
forms of life! Were they to do so, not one of today's lucrative wireless
consumer products or 'Smart' meters and 'Smart' appliances would be

permitted - in any country on earth! Non-industry scientists have tried for
decades to warn national governments about the hazards of this radiation,
but Western governments remain deaf. Non-industry scientists have also
warned governments that there is a parallel between the growing epidemics of
diseases, such as autism, leukemia and many forms of cancers, Alzheimer's,
Parkinson's, ALS and other diseases of the brain, central nervous system and
immune system and the explosion of wireless products in our environment!
Again, Western governments choose not to listen! From mankind's perspective,
it is an enormous tragedy that cancers and other major diseases take
anywhere from 10 to 30 years - or more - to manifest themselves. The final
tally of today's genocide will not be known for decades to come! Sadly,
non-industry scientists today know that future generations will impact
hugely on the final tally - for they will be the final victims of today's
unparalleled corruption and greed.
As a former Electronic Warfare officer (see BIO in Attachment One), it is
inconceivable to me that so-called "democratic" governments can permit - and
have for decades - the now incredibly powerful and influential wireless and
telecom industry to utilize the same lethal radio frequencies, the same
NON-thermal radiation, the same pulsed modulation - oftentimes emitting much
lower power than did the Russians who irradiated the U.S. Embassy in Moscow
for some 23 years (1953-1976)! Yet two consecutive US ambassadors died from
cancer, a third developed leukemia-like symptoms from which he too
eventually died. At least 16 women developed cancer, and most other Embassy
staff came down with one or more illnesses. History also shows that the U.S.
Government knew of this - and observed it in silence for 15 years - before
telling its own Embassy staff! History also knows that the U.S. Embassy was
irradiated for just 6-8 hours a day, for only five days a week! But today,
every person and every living thing is being irradiated 24 hours a day for
each and every day of their life! [8] [9]
There has never been a 'bigger' more important story than this. Unless it is
stopped, it will become planet earth's worst environmental disaster and
mankind's worst-ever genocide! I beg you to do your utmost to inform the
population about what is happening to them, to all living things, to our
planet - and to each and every investigative journalist in the world!
Sincerely,
James G. ("Jerry") Flynn
5181 Gainsberg Road
Bowser, B.C., V0R 1G0
778-424-9609
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